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SEATTLE UNIVERSITY

Environmental activism urged

Former congressman and visiting SU professor Mike Lowry speaks about environmental issues to
students and faculty at the Engineering Auditorium last Thursday.

By STEVE CLARKE
Editor

Seattle University students should get
involved in environmental issues now,
former congressmanMike Lowryurged
Thursday. Speaking at the Engineering
Auditorium before over 100 students
and faculty, the visitingprofessor at SU
also lauded the WashPlßG student
organization which sponsored the event
as possessing "incredible clout" in
lobbying for environmental causes.
Among the crucial ecological issues
facing us today, Lowry said, is the
prospect of oil and gas drilling off the
coasts of Washington and Oregon.
Citing dangers to the billion dollar

fishing and tourism industries, and
pointing to the Valdez disaster, Lowry
said therisks were not worth the "shortterm profits" to be made from selling
drilling leases.
"That is not conservative that is
radical," he exclaimed. "That is antibusiness."
Lowrypaused as the audience laughed
in appreciation at the irony.
Throughout his career he has been
consistently tagged as Washington
State's foremost liberal. "Only us
conservatives care about things like
that," he added.
The title of his talk, "The Dying
Earth," was appropriate, Lowry said.
Henoted the American Indianbelief that

-

the planet is a living thing, and cited a
generally declining environment over
much of the globe.
"Wehave deadlakes and dying forests
in the Northeast," he stated.
Lowry emphasized the growing
problems of the greenhouse effect and
ozone layerdepletion. "The warming of
the earth is just catastrophic," he said.
"If we keep that up, we're all going to
fry."
He noted that the continuing
depiction of the protective ozone layer
in the earth's atmosphere is potentially
as dangerous as nuclear war, the only
difference being the time element
involved.
Lowry said the greenhouse effect,

caused by increasing levels of carbon
dioxide, threatens to turn agricultural
areas into dustbelts and melt the polar,
icecaps. He onlyhalf-jokingly advised,'
"if you want waterfront property,go to
the Cascades."
Significantly reducing the amount of
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere will
be a monumental project, Lowry said.
Automobiles produce about one-third of
the problem, he observed, with coal
burning alsoa major contributor.
Planting trees, which convert carbon
dioxide into oxygen, would help the
problem, Lowry noted, but instead we
are destroying an acre of forest each
second around the globe. He said much
of that destruction is taking place in
tropical rainforests, where countries'
disastrous economic situations get in
the way of finding solutions.
A conference will be held in Seattle
this September to discuss possible
answers to the problems in the
rainforests,he said.
Lowry was especially harsh regarding
plans to open up the Arctic National
Wildlife Range for oil and gas drilling.
The fragile arctic environment should
not berisked just to provide this county
with a few more years' supply of a
commodity we will eventually have to
wean ourselves from anyway, he said.
"What do we do after we've used up
that oil?" he asked. He said the arctic
drilling will actually make us worseoff
energy-wise because it will allow us to
put off finding solutions and grow even
more dependent on oil and gas in the
process.
"I am convinced we can change this
approach," Lowry said. He told the
students he hopes they find the time to
involve themselves in solutions to
environmental problems. "This is going
to be a bigger problem for you than it
is for me," he noted.
If enough people demand changes,
Lowry said, politicians will respond.
He said the WashPlßG organization is
"amazingly effective," and encouraged
students to look there to begin their
involvement

.

Schools target at-risk children
ByDAVIDBASH

Staff Reporter

A "desperate" call from aGreen Lake
area elementary school counselor about
students "sleeping outside in boxes"
because their parents areon drugs is part
of the alarm sounding to save local
elementary-school age children from
gangs anddrugs.
"Between 35 percent to 40 percent of
the students are homeless, come from
dysfunctional families, or are at high

Vol. LIX

risk of becoming drug abusers," said
Carol Williams, principal of B.F. Day
Orca elementary school. She said most
of those students have no permanent
residence and come to school angry and
withdrawn. "The problem crosses all
color lines," she added.
Corporate Action Against Drugs
(CAAD), a three-year-old community
based organization that takes its antidrug program into middle and high
schools, received the "desperate" call
from B.F. Day Orca and immediately

sent its Youth Action team out to
investigate.
CAAD's Youth Action, according to
program developer Juanita Ramos, is a
pilot project created to "excite, educate
and challenge at-risk youth." The threephase program of motivational
assemblies, work shops on peer
pressure and self esteem, anda one-onone mentorship program, "tries to turn
at-risk kids from interest in drugs and
gangs," she said.
According to Ramos, the Youth

Action team found that 20 percent of
the students at the Green Lake area
school were "homeless and bitter and
come to school to get two square
meals."
Ramos, who has two children of her
own, blames the parents. "When I've
igone into these kids' houses there have
* been [cocaine] pipes all over the place.
It's the adults that need to be spanked,"
she said.
Another elementary school anti-drug
Please see 'Schools' page ten
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Shea attends rights conference

By LORIROSS
Staff Reporter

GuatemalaandHonduras.
"Our congress has agreed to license a
number of companies to sell the
instruments of torture," he added.
Companies are also involved in
selling surveillance equipment, such as
the Lockheed Corporation's sales to
Great Britain, Shea said. "They [the
monitor
all
government]
telecommunications sent through
microwave," he noted, including
personal calls. "Essentially they are
spying on their own people," Shea
added
He said most countries,including the
U.S., spy on some of their citizens.
"It's part of theNATOcommunications
and security thinkingplan," he said.
Surveillance technology has become
so advanced that cameras can take
several thousand pictures of
demonstrations within a few seconds,
with the ability to freeze frames inorder
to arrest individual demonstrators later,
he reported. One system even has the
capability to digitalize facial features so
that individuals can later be recognized
incrowds.

Leg shackles, firing squads and
multiple execution chambers are hard
for a civilized society such as the United
States to fathom. Or are they?
Not according to Terry Shea, S.J.,
assistantprofessor of political science at
Seattle University.
Shea recently spoke in London at a
conference on human rights and
conditions for peace in an international
society. He was one of three invited to
speak on the issue of state security.
Other topics discussedincluded modern
technological advances and controlling
communications incountries.
A number of U.S. corporations sell
instruments of torture, Shea said.
Among them are Motorola, Rockwell
International, Smith and Wesson and
Cadillac Gage.
"It is alarming to see how much of
that is sanctioned by the U.S.
government," Shea said. "They are
selling torture equipment to other
governments' military and police forces"
in countries including Nicaragua,
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having flexiblehours
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opportunity. Call 932-4500
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in London.
plants and attacking educationalcenters

Fr. Terry Shea recently attended a human rights conference

Another topic discussed at the
conference was non-war violence, a
relatively new strategy for destabilizing
governments and trying to control
them. Termed "low-intensity conflict,"
Shea said the strategy involves covert
operations wherein countries don't
commit troops to war but conduct
sabotage efforts instead.
Shea said the strategy has been
adopted by theU.S. government. Low
intensity conflict operations have been
responsible for blowing up power

inother countries.
The Pacific Security Report, a
publication promoting human rights,
reported that a U.S. State Department
bulletin described low intensity
conflicts as generallyoccurring inThird
World nations wherenational liberation
movements threaten American
economicandpolitical interests.
"Our government tends to rationalize
what they'redoing by saying itprotects
our national security," saidShea.

(206-546-7330 in WA, HI and Canada)

HOW TO CRAMFOR SUMMER.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
Laserprint Communications, Inc., Puget Sound's fastest
growing printing services company, is currently recruiting
Sales Representatives to start July 1

.

As a market leader with a strong history of increasing
revenues and profits, we can offer an outstanding
compensation plan, an excellent
training program, and a dynamic opportunity!
Candidates must be self-motivated, goal-oriented, and
excellent communicators. We seek quick thinkers with
initiativeand a proven track record of accomplishments.
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Contact theresidentmanager for details,
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spaces torentin many convenient sizes, for
Or for otherlocationscall
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Responsiblities willinclude selling our services to Puget
Sound area businesses,with emphasis onprospecting and
contract negotiations. Extraordinary earning potential for
an entry level sales representative, including base salary,
commissions and expenses.

Toschedule an interview, call Roger Buckingham at
251- 6688 Tuesdays or Thursdays between8-12.

NEWS
Election results

Food before Finals

The following are the results in

percentages oflast Thursday's elections
for members of next year's ASSU

Representative Council. The total
number of votescast was 455. Four atlarge positions (noted with asterisks)
were chosen as well as representatives
for specific student constituencies.

Commuter:
Lisa Thompson
55.4
Vanashree Shaveri
44.6
Graduate:
ElizabethLove
82.2
Ali Sanaie (write-in)
17.8
International (still contested at presstime):
Fazni Sani Abdul Ghani 54.3

Dearly departing:

MGOS CPA

100% LIVE Instruction for the
November 1989 CPA Exam
Our48 class Programis offered
inSeattle at U.W. beginning June I

.

For further
information call:
(206)624-0716

Greg Beckman**
Lanice Sampson*
Jim McGoorty*
Marti Rinehart*
Cathy Lover
Gurdev Bassan*
Jondra McKay
Toots Mahre
Matthew Miller
Chuck Tessaro
Benny Allen**
Francis Meredith*

I'ROCiRAMS.LTD

Attention GraduatingSeniors:

PLEEEE^E
Do not forget to complete yourcopy of The Senior Survey.
The Senior Surveywill help SU evaluate current programs and advise future
students. If you haven't received a copy of The Senior Survey yet, pick one up
from your department or the EnrollmentResearch Office in room 202, University
Services Building.
Return your survey to either place.

(/John Topel, jb.J.

'

19.3
19.2
15.8
15.1
11.7
9.8
9.1

We at Resident Student Services would like to
express our deep appreciation and thanks to this
year's Resident Assistants for a job well done.
Thank you for your dedication and hard work,
and best of luck to you in your future endeavors!
*denotes graduating 'senior
**denotes RA's returning to our staff next year.

Colette Glenn
Leigh Pierre**

EDUCATION

/

61.1
38.9

i

}->
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InanKs,

100

Alumni Association

Revfej^

PROFESSIONAL

100

University

Attend

P|/"V\O
j\l\_J\Jlj

100

For Graduating Seniors, Graduate
Students and Guests
Sunday, June 4, 1989 " 9 a.m.
Campion Tower Ballroom
$5 per graduate; $7 per guest
Please contact Alumni Relations,
296-6100 by May 30

Rosalcc Alhadeff, foreign language
instructor.
Pat DeCaro, fine arts instructor.
Erin Swezey, director of Campus
Ministry.
Tim Leary, assistant vice president
for StudentLife.
Scott Greenwood,director of Student
Activities.
Sue Koehler,directorof the Volunteer
Center.

-

45.7

Graduating Class
Breakfast

Students gather on the Buhr Hall lawn last Friday to share
perhaps their last well-cooked meal before finals.

Alpha Sigma Nu is inviting all
members of the Seattle University
community to attend a campus
appreciation event for those faculty and
administration members who are
leaving SU at theendof this year.
The event will be held from noon to
1 p.m. this Tuesday in the Casey
Atrium.
"It would be surprising to us if we
encountered anyone on campus who
does notknow at least one of the people
who are leaving," a group statement
said. "Many of these people have
contributed above and beyond thecallof
duty whether we realize itor not."
The statement went on to note the
many "battles fought for students"
which have been conducted out of
public view by many of those who are
departing.
"Please join us and send the departing
contributors to this community off with
a goodmemory."
Amongthose leaving are:
David Pollick, Ph.D., dean of Arts
andSciences.
John Topel, SJ., vice president for
Academic Affairs.
April Falkin, Ph.D., assistant vice
president for Academic Affairs.
Robert Cousineau, S J., philosophy
professor.
Comacho,
public
David
administration.
Gerd Gemuenden, foreign language
instructor.
Sylvia Spitta, foreign language
instructor.

Carl Svensen
Minority:
Benes Aldana
Non-traditional:
Pamela McKinney
Resident:
John Boyle
Transfer:
Danie Eagleton
Michael Hauth
At-large:
♥ChristineSundin
"Wally Tablit
Tom Potter
*Shaunta Vanßrackle
Jon Brown
Jerel Fraucnheim
Kevin Baloca

Kriestin Olzack**

/

*i

April Davis

Liana Panesko*
Andrea Carey**
Dan Madden**
Lance Lorenz
Mary Cline**
Michelle LaPlante*

Katherine Taylor**
Melissa Arnzen
Ryan Bell*
Suzanne Überaga
Dawn Dalrymple
Eric Knudson
Jamie Adams*
Staci Berger*
Wally Tablit**
Dave Paul

Laura McMahon**
Larry Pleskoff*
Jenny Howard**
From your friends at Resident Student Services
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EDITORIALS

The Spectator
Seattle University
Seattle, WA 98122

I Congratulations
-seniors

This year's Spectator
staff wishes you the
best of luck in all
your future endeavors.
Page
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Editorial Department:
Editor in Chief:
Managing Editor:
Copy Editor:
A & E Editor:
Sports Editor:
Photo Editor
Asst. Mngng Editors:

Steve Clarke
Mischa Lanyon
Kelly VanDoren
Monica Alquist
Danny Madden
Kelly Shannon
Mike Ligot
Carolyn Hosac

Business Department:
Business Manager:
Josh Gotkin
Sen McClendon
Advertising Mngr:
Circulation:
Travis Tormancn
All letters to the editor must be 500 words or
less, typed double-spaced, signed and mailed
or delivered to the Spectator by noon Friday.
All letters must include a telephone number
and address. Letters will be published on a

space available basis and may be edited as
needed.

Letters

over 500 words may appear as a guest
editorial. Efforts will be made to contact
writers of these pieces.

Staff Comment features opinions from
Spectator staff members. The Spectator's
editorial board consists of Steve Clarke,
Kelly VanDoren, and Mischa Lanyon.
Editorials and commentaries are the
responsibilty of the author and may not
express Spectator opinion or that of Seattle
University or its student body.

STAE COM ENT
People

Bye Everybody!

awareness
Multicultural Awareness. What a

neat little catch-phrase Seattle
University has developed over the past

year. It has become the virtual battle
cry of numerous groups, the plea of a
few dedicated individuals decrying the
plight of "minorities" on campus. This
year, we have seenblack people writing
about the low enrollment of black
people; wehave listened to the speeches
of migrant farm workers (predominantly
Hispanic, if this is the cultural term
theycurrentlyprefer);gay students want
a gay student union. And the list goes
on. Week after week the word going
around campus was "how to be
multiculturally aware." Martin Luther
King's birthday rather unexpectedly
provided a special example of how to
parade "minorities" before people
attending Campion church services,
before people eating dinner in the
Marketplace, before students in class.
To what avail? Have we learned to be
"multiculturally aware"?
In one simple, easy to understand
word, No. No, Ihave not learned
anything about being multiculturally
aware, of how to value people of
different cultures, of different races. I
have not learned anything about the
harmony that talking about the
brotherhood of man should bring about.
Why? Because this entire year I
saw
nothing of the brotherhood of man. I
witnessed no mention of cultural
harmony. What SU's multicultural
awareness activities have demonstrated
ishow to set people apart, how reverse
racism sometimes takes the guise of
multicultural awareness, and how to
become bitter. Bitter because I'm tired
of being called an oppressor. Bitter
because I'm damn sick with the way
multicultural groups are being put into
selective little cages for "the majority"

|The

1988-89 Spectator staff wishes everybody a safe and happy summer.

to gawk at and say "Look, there we

have some Turkish people,andhere we
have some Asians, and. ." SU's
multicultural awareness battle cry has
done something almost as bad as the
segregation ideas of the deep South.
The cry has set people apart,has made
them different because of the color of
their skin or their country or origin.
Multicultural awareness has pitted "the
minorities" against "the majority"
again!
Whose fault is this? It is certainly
not the fault of the majority of
"minority" people ~ it is my feeling
that all the hype over multicultural

.

-

awareness in reality embarrasses most
of these people. If Iwas being
celebrated because I'm from France or
because I'm white, Iwould be deeply
embarrassed too. No, this is the work
of a few people not content to live in
harmony with others. This is the
handicraft of certainindividuals whofeel
content to separate themselves from
others and practice that subtle bigotry
called reverse racism. To these people
the call to remove racism in all its
forms doesn't seem to apply. And this
not only makes me sad, but sick.
Next year, let's start out on a new,
truly equal foot. Let's start out

-

not races, not
accepting people
origins, but psocle.. Ifor one will not
walk in brotherhood with a race or
culture;I
will only walk with people.

GregBeckman (author)
Leigh Pierre
Lanice Sampson
Andrea Carey
Catherine Loucr
Jim McGoorty
MartiRinehart
Staci Berger
Laura McMahon
Wallace Tablit
Danny Madden

Ethnic diversity something to be proud of
Greg, we want to agree with the
premise that we should accept "people
as peor's," but because you insist on
separating the people from theirrace and
origin you are doing an injustice. Each
individual carries a unique identity
which consist of one's ethnicity, and
each identity is worth getting to know.
Multicultural awareness gives us a
starting point to recognize the
uniqueness of each individual. If we
begin to overlook the uniqueness of
individuals as if it didn't exist, we will
never allow ourselves to see the total
person.
In our schools we do not learn about

the full history of America. Black
Americans, American Indians,Hispanic
Americans and Asian Americans built
this country with their sweat and blood
but their contributions and history have
been left out. The media with their
stereotypical and exploitative reporting
of people of color is misleading. The
power of the U.S. is held and protected
by the good oldboy network (rich white
males) who can determine access and
opportunity for people of color. The
reason why this exists is due to the
ignorance you are insisting on
perpetuating. It's time for you and
other ignorant people to learn why
people of color and women are tired of

The "cohesion floor"
Wellness? The word is not even in
the dictionary. However, being
intelligent and perceptive students we
decided how we, the members of the
twelfth floor, could deal with this word
in terms of our floor.
"Well" may be defined as "best"
which,at least to us, the twelfth floor
is. "Well" may also be defined as
"successfully", which we will be upon
completion of our degrees (how could
we even do this in an uncomfortable
atmosphere?). Lastly,"good, fortunate,
and satisfactory", we are already
enjoying our home. .all is well.
Wellness? Why convert us to such a
non-word, are we currently the
"sickness" floor spreading our disease?
No! We think we are the antibodies

.

that keep Seattle University a
respectable school,dorm and floor. Did
we have any incidents up here worth
complaining about? We don't sleepwalk out windows, we don't throw
major drug and alcohol parties where
security needs to come andbreak them
up. We don't even get written up!
Why are you changing our lifestyles?
Perhaps we could call this the
"cohesion floor". After all some of us
have lived here for two to three years.
We have become close friends and
would like to continue living together.
Isn't one of the sellingpoints of Seattle
University "making friends for life"? A
large number of us will be seniors and
we do not wish to stop living and
growing together.

being treated andlooked upon as secondclass people. Not until we educate the
S.U. community of the wrongs and
injustices that exist, will we never
improve the quality of living for all
S.U. students. There are many
problems within S.U. and the world;
placing our head in the sand will not
accomplish accepting people as people.
Once again, a white male is trying to
define for people of color how they
should view themselves, instead of the
dominant culture (whitepeople)risking
to learn more about us. Once welose
our culture, origins and traditions, we
lose our identity.
We become
dehumanized. Opportunities to express

Rumor has it that meetings were held
on the 7th and 9th floors about the
changes slated to be made on these
floors. Aren't those freshman floors?
As upper classmen, give us a little,or
at least the same, respect. Why were
we notincluded in these floor meetings?
Why were weexcluded from having a
venue to display our views? This does
not seem like professionalism in action.
We have a number of ideas,
suggestions, comments and statements
we would like to share with you. All
we ask is an audience and a chance to
debate this issue with the proper
decision-making bodies (specifically:
Father Sullivan,Ron Prestridge, Judy
Sharpe,and Tom O'Laughlin). We also
ask that this issue be addressed before
the summer break (June 2).
Sincerely,
The 12th. floor residents of Campion
Tower

our "diversity" allow us to be more
grounded in who weare. It is false to
assume that this means we want to be
separated or divided from white people.
Toassimilate and acculturatc has always
been the norm for people of color. To
not assimilate and acculturate in
America, obviously makes people, like
yourself, uncomfortable and even claim
reverseracism.
Concerned Students of Seattle
University

Frederick Jones
Monique French
Danie Eagleton

Thank you
Gilda!
We'll miss
you, but we'll
never stop

laughing

-Ken Benes
May 25/The Spectator
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Conference explores empowerment
But the one that caught her attention

By ANN BUNGER
Staff Reporter

most was "Malcolm and Martin: Were

When Shaunta Vanßrackle saw the
picture of Martin Luther King and
Malcolm X on the brochure, she knew
shewanted to go.
Vanßrackle, a Seattle University
freshman, recently had the opportunity
to attend the "First Annual Western
African-American Student Leadership
Conference" at San Diego State
University. The conference, sponsored
by the Associated Students of SDSU
and the Leadership Excellence
organization, was "developed to
empower African-American students
with the appropriate leadership skills for
the world they will face upon
graduation," according to the brochure.
She heard about the opportunity
through Joe Levan, ASSU president,
who suggested to Vanßrackle that she
attend. With the help of J.Paul Blake
in Public Affairs and William Leßoux
S.J., Vanßrackle then found a private
alumni donor who paid her way to the
conference.
The conference, which Vanßrackle
described as "highly intense," consisted
of a series of workshops which students
attended and then discussed. "I was
quite impressed with the staffing," she
said. "There were trained counselors
running the workshops with Ph.D.s in
ill

i uuiit
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their field.
One workshop she described was
called "Brother to Brother." Itprovided
achance for black males to discuss their
problems, and focused ona study which
dealt with the black male's "low selfesteem" and "inability to stay with
commitments," according to
Vanßrackle.
Another workshop,called "Love and
the Black Family," discussed therole of
the black female as the "basic support
system for the whole family,"
Vanßrackle said.

they really that far apart," which focused
on Malcolm X and Martin Luther King
as men who both fought for the same
dream, but who were directly opposed in
their methods of promoting equal
rights. "It was an excellent speech,"
Vanßrackle said.
"One thing Ilearned from the
conference is to be more aware of my
heritage," Vanßrackle said. "I need to
look back into my heritage and see the
pain my brothers and sisters went
through."
She held up a medallion she got at
the conference bearing a picture of
Africa with a yellow, red, and green
stripe across it "The green stands for
the land," Vanßrackle said. "The red
stands for the blood that was shed, and
the yellow stands for the gold that was
taken."
Vanßrackle said she wears the
medallion because her "people ofcolor"
have been through so much pain and
suffering, and in recognition that in
South Africa, racial oppression still
exists.
"To me it is a symbol and a message
that something has been done, but that
so much more needs to be done," she
added.
Vanßrackle explained that at San
Diego State University, there is a

getting an "A" in teachingEnglish from
its students, but they are flunking in
American-foreign relations. AsHeiner
Bouwer, a student from Germany who
is enrolledin the program, commented,
"I thought I'd meet more American
students but it is hard to get to know
them. Idon't feel any interest on the
side of American students andIfeel they
would be offended if Iwould make an
effort."
The center, formerly called English
Language Studies and still holding
those initials, has been in existence at
Seattle University for 15 years. Most
of its students are between the ages of
20 and 26, with approximately the same
number of male and female students
enrolled.
Each month the center graduates
between nine and 15 students, the
majority of whom then integrate into
American universities for advanced
degrees. Classes, held five days a week
for four weeks, guide students through
nine levels of proficiency which must
be passedinorder to graduate.

In spite of the time the ELS Center
students spend on the SU campus,
many of them don'tmake a single friend
while here, according to Jeff Hengst, a
student advisor for the program. He
attributed the lack of interaction to the
hardships of the language barrier,
culture shock and a lack of information
to SUstudents.
Further, many foreign students said
they are disappointed with the cool
response they receive from American
students. As Maria Izabel Saltier, a
student from Brazil, commented, "I
don't find the American culture to be
personable. Americans treat you in a
friendly fashion but they are very
superficial,they lose interest in you and
dismiss you. In Brazil, people are
genuine and take the time to get to
know you." Sattler said her impression
is common to many ELS center
students.
Hengst commented that the lack of
effort on the part of American students
is a crime both for the ELS Center
students and for the Americans

Shaunta Vanßrackle

ELS students
By SARAH ROBINSON
Staff Reporter

The ELS Language Center program
housed in Campion Tower may be

MOVINGOVERSEAS TO
STUDY? orRETURNING
HOME? or SENDING GIFTS
TO FRIENDS?
Let Airport Brokers save
you on the transportation
cost. We offer air and
ocean rates on overseas
shipments. Before you
ship call us for rates!

I

AIRPORT BROKERS CORPORATION
246-6580
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You can rent time on our
Macintosh" & LaserWriter®
system. Great for resumes,
newsletters, reports, and more!

For high quality resumes,
matching cover sheets and
envelopes, depend on Kinko's,
the copy center.

kinko's
THE CANONCOLOR LASER COPIER

IS HERE!!
Available only at:
1833Broadway Avenue
Corner of Broadway fit Denny

329-7445
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face barriers at SU
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higher percentage of minorities than at
SU, and therefore it is easier for the
students to sponsor such a successful
conference. "Their office of minority
affairs definitely has their act together,"
she said, "because they get a lot of
money for their programs."
Vanßrackle also found that at SDSU,
minorities have first priorities in
registration, internships, financial aid,
and choice of residence hall
accommodations. When she asked the
president of the university why there
were these advantages,he said "people
need to be more aware. At SDSU
they want to give minorities every
chance to come to the university."
Before she graduates, Vanßrackle said
one of her goals is to "get a
Washington Stateconference here." But
in order to do so, she said she willneed
more enthusiasm than exists at S.U.
"There's not much black participation
here," sheadded.
Vanßrackle emphasized that "the first
step to breaking down the walls of
people who don't like people of color is
education."
She expressedher overall enthusiasm
about the conference, saying "I can't
wait to go again." With a smile she
added, "I hope SU will see it in their
hearts to sponsorme next year."

©

themselves. SU students have the
chance to meet their counterparts from
21 countries worldwide, he noted,
adding that more outreach is demanded
on both sides.
For the foreign student, he said,
culture shock can stand in the way,and
for the American student
"foreignerphobia" arises. According to
Hengst, the potential for learning is
very great. "Where else will you have
the opportunity to learn first hand about
cultures and people that in one way or
another will only play an increasing
role in shaping who weare?" he asked.

Correction
Though Joseph McGowan, S.J., is
part of Seattle University's campus
ministry team, he is not SU's campus
minister, as was reported in last week's
profile on himin the Spectator.

AMERICA
PLEASE HELPS

You can make a difference by giving the balance of your
Valadine card. Just come by Campus Ministry in the McGoldrick Center (Open from 8-12 & l-4:30)to fill out the forms or
give it to your RA at check out time.
The proceeds will be used by ALPHA SIGMA NU to supply food
to a nearby shelter for the homeless.
%\
(
THANK YOU!
'It's true we'll make a better day, so let's start giving"

ARTS&ENTERTAINMENT
Jazz guitarist

Queen's spell

Brian Nova, noted Seattle jazz guitarist who piuys regularly at the
Third Floor in Kirkland, joined fine arts instructor Louis Christensen
for a duet before a class two Tuesdays ago.

'Swan Lake' is a
dancer's dream
By MONICA ALQUIST
Arts &Entertainment Editor

The chance to dance in the ballet,
"Swan Lake," is as Artistic Director,
Francia Russell, writes in the production
program, the ultimate dream of every
ballerina, beginner or professional. I,
too, a former ballerina, had this dream
and Pacific Northwest Ballet's (PNB)
production captured that dream for me.
In this season's production three of
PNB's dancers (ColleenNeary, Patricia
Barker, and Deborah Hadley) have the
opportunity to dance the lead roles of the
innocent Swan Queen, Odette and the
sorceress, Odile.
The star of Friday night's (May 19)
wasDeborah Hadley and her performance
was beyond dreaming. This woman's
talentand strength isremarkable. She not
only outshined as the principal dancer,
but she was beyondcompare.
The story begins as young Prince
Siegfried, (Benjamin Houk), celebrates
his birthday, andhis mother tells himit's
time to get married anda royal ball will
be held in search of a wife. As Prince
Siegfried is out hunting wild swans, he
sees a woman that so much resembles a
swan, that he recalls the legend of the

$500 SCHOLARSHIP
EARN %%%
EARN BONUSES
All types of jobs All work areas
520 Pike S»."i*eisM°Seonte!wA 6254901

Swan Queen who is under a spell by an
evil sorcerer. Only at night she is able
to regainher humanness and the spell can
only be broken if a man, who has never
lovedbefore swears his undying love for
her, the Swan Queen.
Siegfried is in awe by the young
woman and swears his love when
suddenly he is confronted by the evil
sorcerer (Sterling Kekoa). He realizes
then that the womanis the Swan Queen.
The story continues as the Swan Queen
and Prince Siegfried vow their undying
love, but evil villainy casts its arrow,
piercing thehearts of two young lovers.
Houk (Siegfried) and (Swan Queen)
Hadley were very moving, creating a
hush over the audience. They worked
well together. Houk truly flattcrrcd the
beauty of the innocent Swan Queen.
Hadley's performance is especially
challenging as she plays the Swan Queen
and evil sorceress, Odile. Odile seduces
Siegfried by bantering his love until he
professes his love to her. Now theSwan
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Homework has a nasty way of piling
up,doesn't it? One day, you feel on top of
P~~"~""~^^£
I
it all —the next,you're behind onyour
nolcs,
your research, your term paper.
Jfe
*
Our
advice: Get in front of a
|
Macintosh" computer.
True, it may not turn a lifelong pro
Ik
L crastinator into an overachiever. But it
M will make anenormous difference in how
i, -:M
A quickly you can write,rewrite,and print
W
W your assignments.
W
Not only will a Macintosh change the
/
k
wayyou look at homework, it'll change
W
W the wayyourhomework looks-with an
W endless variety of type styles, and graph
Jm
ics that'llmake your professors think you
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" Premier Professional Seminars in
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"" International
Superior Training since 1982
by leadingprofessionals
Taught
" ContinuingEducation Units including
"" CLEcredits.
College credit also available
June 14, 1989.
" Begins
Sponsors

Port of Seattle
WashingtonCouncil on International Trade
Seattle Chamber of Commerce

For further details contact:
Dr. JohnR Fllmar
728-3310

Port of S«attl«
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Seattle, WA 08111
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Friday
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Saturday Nights
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May 13- Red Flag
May 28 Beach Party
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Get agriponyour homework.
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INTERNATIONAL
MARITIME TRADE
PERSPECTIVES 89

cannot be broken and
Siegfried and Houk uses drama as he
shows hisunbearable pain when realizing
it is too late.
Hadley'sperformance is dynamic as she
is able to interchange roles from a
virtuous lady to an evil seductress. She
is stunning as Odiltfby executingup to
25 fortes, a continuous turn as the leg
whips around with speedand precision.
The dancing was the cleanest and
sharpest I've seen of this season's
performances. In Act One, four peasant
dancers (Alejandra Bronfman, Susan
Gladstone, Angela Sterling, and Julie
Tobiason) were superb with their sharp
turns and quick minute steps. Thordal
Christensen was alsoan audience pleaser
as he performed incredibly straight 90degreeangle turns.
Acts Twoand Four contained the most
captivating steps, showing true dancing
technique and discipline. The Pas de
Quatre, (dancing together in four)
performed by Gladstone, Tobiason,
Jennifer Porter and Heidi Vierthaler was
exquisite as they entered on stage,
holding hands with arms crossed, creating
a fan-like movement. Every ballerina
danced with tremendous energy as their
arms and legs moved intricately like
hobbling swans.
The finale is spectacular asboth Houk
and Hadley demonstrate exquisite talent.
The emotions that flow from these two
dancers createa very intense ending. The
swan's sad and frustrated motions are
displayed beautifully by Hadley as she
performs them withdetail by arching her
back and neck like a swan and then
gracefully bowing her head like a lovedying swan.
The scenery was spectacular with a
dark background and trees, creating a
wooded effect,especially with the light
shining on the white costumes, making a
reflection upon the stage. The reflection
added a purity to thethe Swan Queen and
her ladies-in-waiting.
The costumes were wonderful,but the
most dramatic was the evil sorcerer's,
whose face was painted with black
strokes and he worealong flowing cape.
The audience was delighted with
Deborah Hadley as they gave her a
standingovation and five curtain calls.
The last two performances will beheld
May 25th and May 26th at the Seattle
Opera House.
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and every bit of information. (HyperCard
is included free with every Macintosh.)
Macintosh is so easy to learn, you
can master it in just an evening. And as a
full-time student, you can buy one now
for a very special price.
So come in and get your hands on
a Macintosh today.
Before your homework slips completely through your fingers.
/

fIX
The power to be yourbest.

'

Seatt e University
scribblings, research notes, and assorted
scraps of paper that litter yourdesk, we
giveyou HyperCard*— an amazing new
program that provides an easy way to
store, organize,and cross reference each
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the Apple low. HyperCardandMacintoshareregisteredtrademarks vjApple Computer,Inc
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Final bow for world- class Largent
By ROBCIMINO
Special to the Spectator

As the dew covered fields shimmer on
these spring afternoons, Seahawk
headquarters row rests easy because they
know the heart of their franchise will
play one more season. Heis labeled the
best to play his position and has the
statistics to back it up. The best
cornerbacks to play the game weren't
able to stop him and still can't,
although he's an elderly 35 years old.
There won'tbe any hoopla like Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar had, but he'll retire next
year as the all-timebest widereceiver in
NFL history.
Three weeks ago Steve Largent made
his grueling decision to play one final
season with the Seattle Seahawks.
Until last season Largent had escaped
without any serious injury during -the
course of his career. But last year, he
suffered a concussion and two broken
teeth, was pokedin the eye,then needed
off-season surgery to remove a damaged
nerve in his foot and repair a torn
ligament in his thumb. As with most
logical men,Largent had to put serious
thought into playing one last year.
"The mind is incredible," Largent said
in a recent interview, "as the off-season
progressed,I
forgot how muchit hurt to
play last year. I
feel greatnow."
Largent will receive an adequate
increase in salary from his1988 base of
$1.1 million. He has the stats to back
it up though, he is theall-time leader in
receptions (791), receiving yards
(12,686), consecutive games with a
reception (167) and 50-catch seasons
(10), and shares the league mark with
eight 1,000-yard seasons. These
statistics are all very impressive, but
they are just a piece of the plentiful
Steve Largent pie. His value to the
Seahawks goes beyondhis great talents
on the football field. Hehas leadership
ability that can guide a sometimes
disgruntled team. He has a nononsense,disciplined attitude which isa
great example for the youngerplayers as
well as the vets. Finally, being one of
the most respectedplayers in the league,
Largent is instrumental in maintaining
the quality image of the Seattle
Seahawks.
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Steve Largent sheds a tackier and looks up field. Largent looks ahead to his final season

Not only is Largent a local, modern
sports hero, he is also actively involved

in our community (even though his
"hometown" is Tulsa, Oklahoma).
Steve donates a large amount of time
and money to Children's Hospital, the
Spira Bifida Foundation, Schick
Medical Center and many others. He
has been an invaluable community
member and more importantly a
prototyperolemodel for kids. Inan age
of T.V. and violence in sports, it must
be soothing to Seattle parents to see a
man such as Steve Largent to offset the
likes of Hulk Hogan, Mike Tyson, and
Lawrence Taylor.
Some of you put down the growing
focus on professional sports in our
country. But, for some reason, I
don't
ever see them going away. Sports fan
or not, one cannot deny the importance
of a Steve Largent to a community.

CONGRATULATIONS
CLASS OF 89
SEE THE REST OF
YOU NEXT YEAR

EVERY THURSDAY
8:00-MIDNIGHT
*OFFER GOOD WITH VALID STUDENTID CARD

14th & E. Madison
322-9411
Free Parking in Rear
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Many of ushave grown to love No.80
as a player,as a leader,andas aman in
the truest sense. We will all get one
more fleeting look at him in the fastapproaching 1989 season. There won't
be any Rolls Royces or rocking chairs
given to the aging star, Tinsel Town is

in '89.

not his style. He'll go out with a silent
thunder. That will forever tremor inside
those who followed him. Goodluck to

Steve Largent in the 1989 season andin
years ahead in whatever he may
encounter.

/The Residence Hall Association is looking great for /vO

/

next year with our new executive officers:

\

\
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President: Reg Reid
Vice President: Kelli Grover
Treasurer: Shawna Seeman
Secretary/N.C.C: Tony Thomas
Activities Coordinator: Nixie Clark
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/ Be watching for the different activities and events /y-\
I sponsored by RHA next year. We're going to have IQ)I Q )
Va hot timelll
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Last in a series:

Tips for launching your business career

Success depends on who
you know. Get to know
Business Careers.

I

[

At Business Careers, we understand the importance of good
connections. In fact, we specialize in helping talented career seekers
connect with local employers. If you're a success-orientedbusiness
or communications senior with provenleadership abilities, high
scholastic achievement and some work experience, we can help you
too. We represent more than 1,500 career opportunities each month.
When you visitone of our offices, a professional placement consultant will helpyou identify the most appropriate opportunities and will
provide valuable coaching to helpyou secure an offer.
So, for job-hunting success, get to know Business Careers.
We couldbe your best connection yet.

12 BmuessCareers
—

—

"Seattle:Mgt. Div. 447-7474; OfficeDiv. 447-4000
"Bellevue: 447-7411" Renton:447-7433"Tacoma:383-1881

SPORTS
SU sports jumps on the bandwagon
By DANNY MADDEN
Sports Editor
In recent years student support of
Seattle University athletics has
> diminished considerably. That may be
changing soon.
J. Paul Blake, SU public relations
director, and Pete Fewing, SU sports
information specialist are spearheading
efforts to improve the spirit of SU
athletics.
A pep band, a mascot, an improved
concession stand and a revival of SU
basketball history are the hopes of
Blake andFewing.
Blake said he went to a lot of
basketball games this year and saw a
need for more support and spirit. The
cheerleaders were revivedlast yearand
Blake saw that as the first step in the
right direction. So he went to Fewing
and NancyGerou, director of University

Sports, and presented them with theidea
for a pep band made up of students.
Their backing set the wheel in motion.
Blake said he would like to make it
so that the people who come to the
games will have fun. Another goal of
his is to "get more community people
involved in SU sports."
"The cheerleaders added spark and a
pep band would double that," said
Fewing.
To add to the spirit, thebanners from
the 1958 NCAA Final Four SU
basketball team will be hung from the
rafters of Connolly Center. "That is
still a part of our history," saidBlake.
"There's no reason that because we're
NAIA we have to forget that."
To support the steps being taken
Fewing andBlake are currently working
with Domino's Pizza and Dial Soap, as
well as other companies, for possible

underwritingsponorships. "We're really
trying to improve the whole program,"
saidFewing.
Improvements in the concession will
make basketball games a little bitmore
enjoyable. A new pizza oven has been
purchased, which means hot pizza for
the spectators. As a relief to the cold
winter nights, coffee will be served.
Concession stands for soccer games are
another goal of Fewing's.
Anarea that has drawn controversyin
the past is the mascot. The use of the
AmericanIndian for a mascot has often
been disrespectful, drawing criticism
fromNative Americans.
Blake hopes to make the Chieftain
more of a symbol in the image ofChief
Sealth. The costume and whole attitude
around the symbol willbe developed in
cooperation with the Duwamish Indian
Tribe. Blake said he has spoken with

Cecilia Maxwell,the chairperson of the
Tribe and will be making his
presentation to theTribe.
Theidea is to follow in the footsteps
ofIllinois University and Florida State.
These schools present American Indians
as game mascots, but the character is
given all the respect a real Chief would
receive.
Blake also hopes to have printed
material in the programs to give the
history of the Chieftains figure and its
importance in Native American
traditions and customs.
If things go as planned, the future
will bring amore spiritedprogram with
more fan support. "It's not all going to
happen over night, but it has to start
somewhere," saidBlake.
Blake added that if anyone is
interested in playing in a pep band,
please contact him at 296-6100.

Wanted: more women for intramurals
By DANNY MADDEN
Sports Editor

Women's involvement in the
intramural program is on the decline at
Seattle University, and intramural
director Kate Steele is puzzled.
Football and basketball are the two
sports that pose the biggest question
marks according to Steele.
When she first arrived at SU eight
years ago Steele saidshe "really pushed
the women's program." At that time
there were about seven teams in both
sports. From there it went down hill.
"It all diminished at about the same
time, it was really odd," said Steele.
The next year the leagues each dropped
to four teams and after that Steele found
herself recruiting teams just to have a
league. Three years ago was the last
time there was women's intramural
football or basketball at SU.
Steele could only make suggestions
about the cause, shehad noanswers.
"A lot of the women, Ithink, do
aerobics and do single activities like
running and swimming," noted Steele.
She also suggested that a change in
attitude may have occurred in recent
years. "Iwonder ifit's this femme-fatale
thing, where it's just not acceptable to
be in athletics or sports," Steele said.
She looks at athletics "as health and
fitness in a comradcric, social
atmosphere."
Other sports have felt

the pinch in women's interest. Corecreational softball and soccerhave also
been hit. "It's not so much that we're
having trouble getting women for
softball, but there are far more men
involved,"she said.
Insoccer the decline has causeda rule
change. Just a few years ago there had
to be threemenand three women on the
field at all times. Now the leagues have
been forced to change that to four men
and two women on the field. "All the
teams are having trouble recruiting
women," saidSteele.
Steele noticed that co-rcc volleyball
hasn't been hit by the problem. She
suggested, "Maybe it's just the contact
sports."
The only other alternative reason
Steele could offer was that maybe the
contact sports are too strenuous, and
women don't think they are in good
enough shape to compete. "I know the
reason Idon't play basketball is because
it's so physically strenuous, you really
have tobe in shape," added Steele.
One SU woman student suggested
that maybe the program "needs to
promote more of the fun, enjoyable side
of intramural sports, instead of the
competitive side."
Steele said, "Men are pretty focused
on competitive play, and that's great
that they get into it, but women are
shying away from it. So I'd like to
know what we can facilitate for them.If

knew what they wanted to do,I'doffer
I
more things gearedspecifically towards
women."
Steele sees that a new direction may
need to be taken to draw in more
women.Morerecreational activities that
are not in sports or athletics may be the
key.
Earlier this year the intramural
department offered Seattle Repertory
Theater tickets, which received a good
response from women students as well
as men.
She also hopes to start some noncompetitive outdoor activities such as
hiking and fishing.
Steele plans on sending a survey
around to women at SU to get feedback,
but wouldlike for students to volunteer
any ideas they have. Steele can be
reached at University Sports, the phone
number is 296-6400.
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Wildlife safe at SU

Seattle University's campus was
recently designated a "backyard
wildlife sanctuary," according to
Ciscoe Morris, SU grounds
supervisor.
The designation is "recognition that
we're a naturalist area and that we
promote abalance of nature," Morris
said. He noted a general effort to
make the campus hospitable for
animals.

A list of birds which have been
sited hereincludes 20 species,Morris
said,adding thata bald eagle was even
spotted once. He said a family of
racoons also resides on campus,
though he wouldn't say where,
SU is the first institution to receive
the normally-residential designation,
Morris noted. He gave credit for the
idea to Sherry Bottoms, an SU
employee.

THREE GOOD REASONS
TO SELL FOR FARMERS
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If your looking for a new opportunity in
sales, we have an ideal position for you.
i.Be In business for
yourself. As a Farmers agent
you'll be your own boss and make
your own decisions. You control
your income, working conditions,
and professional standards.
2.Work In

a stable Industry.

Historically the insurance industry
has been recession proof- people
simply must have insurance
protection. And as inflation rises
so do premiums and your commissions.

The Professional Business Fraternity,

3.Represent Farmers. The

Farmers Insurance Group of
Companies has long been one of

the largest and most successful
firms in the business with assets
exceeding $1.5 billion. Our
innovative products have helped
our sales revenue grow for 50
years,
If you have the ambition and ability
to run your own business we will
put you in our comprehensive
training program immediately.

„

Contact:
Charles R. Horn
701-sth Avenue #3420
Seattle, WA 98104
386-5560

[farmers insurance group of companies

is proud to announce the initiation

of twelve new members:
Nazy Ashrafi
Jean Badua
Mari Borghorst
Loan Dinh
Leah Henry

David Kozak

A
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NataUe Kuranko
Victor Lee
Michelle Plummer
Jean Soong
Anna Tucci
Dave Votara

Congratulations!
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Steroids: the cocaine of the 21st. century
by CHRIS THOMAS
Staff Reporter
Iplay sports because I
love them.
Everyday Idream of swishing a threepointer in the NBA finals to win it,
throwing a touchdown pass in the last
second of the Super Bowl, or being
Kirk Gibson and hitting a home run in
extrainnings to wina WorldSeries.
There are people everywhere with
dreams likemine. They love sports, no
doubt about it, but how far are they
willing to work? Everyone knows it
takes lots of practice and hard work to
be a professional athlete,or doesit?
Now there is another way,a way for
people who are not willing to work that
hard and take the easy way out. Taking
steroids can make you big and strong
and you do not have to work as hard,
that is the fact,but whatprice must you
pay?
Studies show steroid use is causing
medical problems with people whoare
using them. So now we must crack
down on the use of steroids in our
athletes, or no one with that dream of
being a pro will be able to make it
without risking their health.
It is a fact that people use steroids.
One out of fifteen high school senior
boys in the U.S. use them. There are
three thousand different types. Thereare
one million people in the U.S. who use
them. This all adds up to aone hundred
million dollar black market business, in
the U.S. alone. We must crack down
on the use of this illegal drug because
not only are they illegal as defined by
law, but they create problems. They
cause serious problems that must be
dealt with.
Just ask Tommy Chaikman of the

University of South Carolina football
team about them. Steroids which made
him become completely schizophrenic,
almostcausedhim tocommit suicide.
There are good qualities of steroids.
They are used to help females with
breast cancer, they combat two different
kinds of anemia, and they also reduce
the effects of hereditary angeodemis,but
they are dangerous. Steroids help
athletes get 10 to 100 times bigger, but
they also have serious health risks.
Chaikman is only one case of the 12
percent of steroids users who have
psychotic symptoms.
Another 12 percent of users have
manic episodes where they become
over-aggressive and like a certain
professional offensive linemen "get out
ofacar andbreak someone's windshield
because they honked at me for cutting
them off." Other risks include stunted
growth, or infertility. Itis easy to see
whyI
wouldrather dreamaboutbeing a
pro than take illegal drugs.
Steroids work, but so does cocaine.
Another reason why steroids must be
effectively banned in sportsisbecause if
not they will become like another drug
problem in the U.S. Cocaine use has
completely gotten out of hand.
Examples like the deaths of pro football
player Don Rogers or first-round choice
of theBoston Celtics, Len Bias,quickly
come to mind, not to mention people
like Dwight Gooden who get help
before he was killed.
Steroid use is now comparatively
mildin terms ofother drugs, but its use
is becoming more and more popular,
and if something is not done this
problem could also getout ofhand. We
must now put a stop to the use of
steroids in athletics or more "specific

examples" like Tommy Chaikman may
become statistics like Len Bias, dead
statistics.

We must now do something to put an
end to steroids in athletics. If not, we
will havealot ofretired athletes getting

Steroids are illegal, they cause health
problems, and they could become very
popular like cocaine. These are facts
and it seems clear that we must do

into problems because of their steroids
use. We will also see a lot of young
athletes who were willing to practice
and work hard get beat outby fools who
take steroids for instant gratification,
and these young athletes who did not
abuse their bodies will only be able to
sitback and dream of hitting that threepoint shot at thebuzzer.

something. Efforts are beingmade, just
ask Canadian sprinter Ben Johnson,but
too many people get by (some estimate
that SO percent of NFL linemen use
steroids).

Schools aidat-risk kids I
graduating from the6th grade."
Simmons, whose nephew is in the
DARE program, said that a parentof a
student in the program said it is far
more effective than any other simply
because police officers "the hands-on
people" are fostering a positive
relationship between police and kids
dealing with the drag problem rather
thanan "enemy" attitude.
TheDARE program was incorporated
into King and Snohomish County
schools in late1986.
Day Orca's Williams said that the
school system is dealing with a whole
different culture "we are notprepared to
deal with." Being from a dysfunctional
family or "at risk" has nothing to do
with intelligence. "I don't ever want to
equate lack of food and money with
intelligence," she said.
"We have written a proposal [to the
Seattle School Board] to become the
school for thehomeless next year," she

From 'Schools' page one

program being incorporated in our area
is Drug Awareness Resistance
Education (DARE). Created in Los
Angelesbypolice officers in 1983, the
DARE program is aimed at students
whohave never taken drugsbefore.
The DARE program, operated by
local police officers, teachessthand6th
grade students techniques to manage
stress without takingdrugs, develop self
esteem, form student support groups to
resistpeerpressures touse drugs,and to
beassertive.
The program was brought to the
Mercer Island School District in 1984
andwas reported to bea "total success,"
according to Vicki Simmons, a Seattle
University senior currently doing a
national in-depthstudy of theprogram.
According to an evaluation supported
by the U.S. Department of Justice,
"Students who had DARE training
reported significant lower use of
alcohol,cigarettes andother drugs since

-
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All qualifying college graduates and graduate students:

" No payments for 90 days!
" Pontiac will make your 5% down payment!
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1989 Firebird
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1989 LeMans Aerocoupe
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Call today to confirm your eligibility!

N EWS
New Security boss pushes prevention
typeor another.

By STEVECLARKE
Editor

Mike Sletten has been named the new
Safety and Security Services director for
) Seattle University. Sletten replaces
Norm Mitchell, wholeft for a position
elsewhere earlier this year.
Formerly the programs coordinator in
Security Services, thenew manager has
been at SU for three years. According
to Robert Fenn, director of Physical
Plant and Public Safety, Sletten "has
been assigned to virtually every area of
responsibility within the department
during this time, and therefore comes
well-equipped to fill this important
position."

A search committee which included
representation from throughout the
campus handed down the appointment
of Sletten, whoholds a masters degree
from
WSU
in Criminal
Justice/Community Crime Risk
Management in addition to his
Sletten recently spoke inan interview
about the wide variety ofincidents SU's
security personnel respond to. He also
spelled out some of his thoughts
regarding how the campus community
can bestbe protected.
Callsmade to the Safety and Security
Services office range from complaints
about water balloons to serious
assaults. By far the largest number of
incidents listed in the department's
annual report deal with thefts of one

I

"That's a big, sore thumb," Sletten
said of the high loss of property on
SU's campus. Many of the thefts go
unreported, he added, because people
assume they lostan item.
Slettennoted there are a lotof crimes
of opportunity in the area, and stressed
that people should use locks and
lighting to protect themselves and their
property. Thieves who specialize in
quick and easy rip-off techniques are
attracted to college campuses, he said,
where they can bluff their way into
dorms and make off with watches,
wallets,purses and jewelry.
"They literally put us on their list,"
Sletten said.
Robberies using weapons are not
common, according to the annual
report, but they dooccur. Slettennoted
a recent incident where two students
from Campion had their jewelry and
money taken by a person who pulled a
knife on themon Broadway near Loyola
Hall.
Anarea of special concern for Sletten
is simple assault, where a person feels
abused or hurt by the actions of
someone else who may not even know
they havebeen offensive. The problem
is especially acute ona campus suchas
ours, he said, where "we come from a
worldwide map of definitions of whatis
proper."

Incidents of this type include hugs
and slaps that the receiver doesn't
appreciate or merely "invasions ofone's

___ ____ _ ——
f

space." Sletten said the department is
making an effort to let people know
about such behavior both to encourage
those who feel victimized to report
incidents and to inform the offenders
whatbehavior is inappropriate.
He added that increasing
communication and improving
reporting and compilation of Safety and
Security Services data are very
important to the department.
"Information is where the power is
at," Sletten observed. "Learning what's
actually going on means better service
for the campus."
Pointing to theannual report, Sletten
noted severalareas wherehe would like
to seemore specific breakdowns inorder
to assess where security problems lay.
He expressed confidence with the
communications network existing
between the SeattlePolice Department,
SU's Safety and Security Services
dispatch and the officers around campus.
"We've gottenpretty proficient at it," he
saidof the interplay whichoccurs when
crimes or criminals cross the boundaries
between campus and community.
Asked about a recent incident where
University of Washington security
personnel shot and killed a man who
began stabbing at them, Sletten insisted
SU'sofficers will remain unarmed.
Although the prevalence of sharpedged weapons raises "dynamic and
dangerous situations," he said, the
emphasis to SU officers is "to avoidnowin situations," back off and radio for
police. He noted that the Seattle

Police's East Precinct is located some
four blocks from campus.
According to Fenn, SU officers have
only been assaulted twice in the eight
years he has been here. Both incidents
involved students punching officers, he
added. "We have been very fortunate,"
Fenn said.

One incident the department dealt
with this year, Sletten confirmed,
occurred whenan automobile driven by
an elderly priest roared out of control
towards the coffee cart run by Dave
Moore, stopping short only because it
hit a planter first. Security officers
found no evidence of alcohol, Sletten
said, and upon assurance from Stephen
Sundborg, S.J., rector of SU's Jesuit
community, that the priest's driving
privileges were ended, the matter was
dropped.

(Editor's Note: The Spectator has
agreed to Fr. Sundborg's requestnot to
identify the driver, who is not among
SU'sfaculty. Thename will be kept on
file in case a similar incident should
occur in thefuture.)
Sletton's energies willbe concentrated
on the more common complaints, he
said. The theme of preventioncropsup
repeatedly as he discusses campus crime
problems.

"Be conscious of what is around
you," Sletten stressed, adding that when
people sense there is something is
wrong with a situation, their instincts
usually turn out to be right.

The final

1

ASSU Representative Council Meeting
will be held Friday,May26, 1989 from 7 to 9 am in the
Student UnionBuilding's conference room.

,

Congratulations
(Best 'WisfltS

This is the transition meeting during which the current student
government will deliver its legacy reports and hand over the
reins of ASSU to its new leaders.

front

All are invited to attend.

(
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Qraduating
"
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The Representative Council andall ofASSU
wouldlike tQ extend a hearty thanks to
Student Activities Coordinator

Scott Greenwood
for a great year.
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SU starts recycling LOOKING AHEAD
Seattle University's campus recycling
programbegan this week. The result of
six months of work by the Recycling
Committee, the program initially
concentrates on paper collection but is
planned to eventually include aluminum
andother recyclables.
Barrels andcardboardboxesare being
distributed throughout buildings on

campus and a pick-up schedule is in the
process of being ironed out.

The program collects three types of
paper: computer greenbar paper (such as
budget printouts), white ledger paper
(computer, bond, note pad, copy) and
colored ledger paper (campus flyers,
notices, yellow legal).

Ltve-in position requested for care
of 2 boys, ages 6& 10 during
summer. Room and board plus
salary. Must be active, car is a
plus. Leave message at 365-6893.

Start planning Ahead for Summer
Work! We have long and short
term jjobs Gain office experience,
Top paY/ benefits, bonuses. Call:
ThePace Network 623-1050.

1982Isuzul-Mark Diesel
4-door, Lt. Blue, Air, Power
Steering, Disc Brakes, New tires,
Electric Mirrors, Rear Window
defogger, ext. condition. $1500
Cash. New battery, new belts,new
gas tank, see to appreciate.
"Moving-Must Sell" Call 322-8487
or 840-1572.

ACCOUNTING FIRM wants
administrative support person;
part-time. Send resume to:
Vantage Point Systems, 600
Stewart-Suite 618, Seattle, WA
98101.

Quality Word Processing.
Resumes, letters, theses, and
reports accurately and quickly
typed. Storage/revis-ion service
available. Student
rates.
Satisfaction
guaranteed.
Conveniently located in Capitol
Hill. 329-2688.

California Recruiters
can help you find your teaching
position in Sunny California.
Current lists of job offers in your
specialty. Call now at 1-800-Job in
CA or write to us at: California
Recruiters, P.O.Box 220, Rio Dell,
CA 95562-0220/
WORK FOR PEACE
Central America Peace Campaign
is recruiting for full-time and parttime activists for educational
outreach and fundraising. Benefit,
travel, summer and career
opportunities. Salary: full-time
$235-$350 per week, hours 2pm10pm, call 329-4130; part-time $8slo per hour, flexible hours, call
329-2616.
BROKERAGE FIRMNEEDS
TRADING ASSISTANT

.

Live-in position available for
summer. Room and board plus
salary. Must enjoy bikes, water
and active 7 & 8 year olds.
Evening job O.K.Leave message at
485-5446.
SUMMER 108
"DOG SITTING" Flexible hours
close to campus-within walking
distance $4 per hour P/T mostly
afternoons. For interview and more
info call Claire Elliott 623-0459.

SKSS^S
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A Great Summer lob! Male
Counselor positions available at
Camp Easter Seal on VaughnBay,
near Gig Harbor. Candidates must
be 16 or older. Salary plus room
and board.(206) 884-2722.
/May 25/The Spectator
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Summer 1989!

For all infcji

ested students there will be
three month break from t
stressful, static, greuling i
alities of college life. Begi
ning Friday, June 2.< For mo
information, please call.

.

hell, call anyone!

Fiction winners

Stacy Lyn Kentop is the winner o
the 1989 Short Story Contest sponsor*
by the Honors Student Council fo
undergraduate writers at Seattl<
University. She will be awarded $50.(X
for her firstplace story.
Second place award goes to Hope
Marquez and third place to Lisa Ursino.

National Security Lecture. Mike

Lowry will give a Public Lecture
on May 31 at 7:30 p.m. in Kane
Hall at the University of Washington. The topic is "Redefining
National Security". For more
information, please call 5472630. Sponsored by Physicians
for Social Responsibility.

Three judges read the 35 entries an
were nearly unanimous in thel
selection of the top stories,according i
John Drabinski and Jennifer White
organizers of the judging.

3 Days of Great Music and Beer
Thursday May 25th- NO WHERE FAST
[r|Lff ,
$3
illU£

Last Show

Cover

rra
M^j^Jj
,^2sa

$1 Pints: Molson Golden, Rainier Dry,
Marksman Lager andBecks.
This weekend It 's new, It 's h0t....
"?--"
l|
Videos and dancing with Seattles Best VJ
Friday May 26th $1 Stroh's
323-373t
m Madison Park
Saturday May 27th $1 Marksman Lager
by the lake
C3n 63t SPa9 hetti
M^ 28th A
14 Draughts, 21 BottledBeers,
Dinner with meat sauce includes salad and
Great Selectionof wines,
Soups, Salads,Burgers and garlic bread.

JJJ

*****

"

Sandwiches.

JUNE GRADS

STOCKBROKER
TRAINING
Send Resume to Cathy Allen at
National Securities Corp. 500
Union St., Seattle, WA 98101.
GETA TANWHILE CHANGING
THE WORLD.

H

Fantastic News For
Pan Pizza Lovers!
*

I
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c 9rea tast9
0< oven <resh Pan P'zza without
leaving the comfortof your home.
Thanks to Domino's Pizzas you
can nave y° ur Pan P'zza delivers
in 30 minutes or less, guaranteed

ow y° u can eni°y
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Washington Fair Share state
wide health care lobby is
recruiting articulate, enthuastic

0

Pan Pizza" I
Meal Deal I
$8.50! plustax

students for the summers education
and outreach fundraising staff.
Travel and advancement opportunity abound. Belaid tobe a part
of the solution. Salaries $235-$350
per week, hours 2am-10pm M-F,
Call Peggy at 329-4130.

Pan Pizza" I

I

Doubles
$9.99! plustax

<Pan or Original
Style)
"

"

Order a 12" 2 topping
Pan Pizza- and 2 Coke*
for only$8.50!

Order twol2 cheese °"9 ma
or Pan Pizzas for on|y $9 !
Additionaltoppingsextra.

HHMBMMHH HH

Call Us!

Ragen Mackenzie, Inc. is looking
for a sophmore student to assist
with corporate trade transactions.
Position is available full-time for
the summer and part-time during
school. Must be flexible, quick
learner, and competent Grea
llM nn yn
Ty
before
1:00pm.
weekdays
464-8875
,_,.,, , w
National Children s Magazine
seeks sales associates in your area.
PArt-time and full-time. Send
resume to P.O. Box 2421,
Tuscaloosa, AL 35403.

Graduating Seniors! Don't forget
to pick up your caps and gowns
in Campion-Room A (former
game room, one floor below ballroom level) on Thursday, June 1
from noon to 7 p.m.; Friday,
June 2 from 9to 11 a.m.; Saturday, June 3 from 9 to 11 a.m.,
and Sunday, June 4 from 11:30
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in the robing
area. Faculty are to pick up their
caps and gowns in the Bookstore
the week before commencement
duringregular bookstore hours.

Capitol Hill
Madison Park
Roanoke

SUMMER/VACATION
EMPLOYMENT
Customer service representative
Must
Q wf)rds
solyer
be a
have strong communication
abmty Also two years formai
education or comparable customer
gervice experienee. Position
involves resolving customer service
problems in high volume phone
Start at $g 71 per hour
Airborne
Express 281^1849 or
Call
send resume to: Airborne Express
Attn: Human Resources 3101
Western Avenue, Seattle, Wa
98121.

£

J^ting.
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Pan Pizza
Double
TO d/fafiLuF
jmmu^oy $9.99!

HI 0&r/P
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Pan PizzaMeal Deal
$8.50. p}us

/

Order al 2" 2 topping Pan Pizzaand 2 Coke»s for only $8.50!

I

Street

I

Mustbe filled out to bevalid. One coupon per pizza.

I

322-0094
328-0102
323-2280

i
■

plusta)

(Pan or Original Style)
Order two 1 2" cheese original or pan pizzas
for only $9,991 Additional toppings extra

|

-+

|Street
Phone

,;

I

|

Coupon Required.
Offer Expires 6/3/89
Coupon value $2.45. Valid

participating stores only. Not

Phone
Mustbe filled out to be valid. One coupon per pizza

Coupon Required.
Offer Expires 6/3/89

■ Coupon value $6.10. Valid at participatingstores only. Not

at
|Ivalidwith any olher oiler. Prices may vary. Customer pays |valid withany other oiler. Prices may vary. Customer pays
,applicablesales tax. Limited delivery area. Our driverscarry
applicable sates tax. Limited delivery area. Our drivers carry
|less than J2O. Jl5reasonable handlingfee lor eachreturned |" less than $?0. $15 reasonable handlinglee tor each returned

check per RCW 62A.3-104. Check collection by CCV. Inc.
IIC1989Domino's Pizza. Inc.

.

check per RCW 62A.3-104. Check collection byCCV. Inc.
18NSP,5.4ThC1989 Domino's Pizza. Inc.

